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Make Your List: What to Take Along & Why 

Understanding how to pack for your trip and optimize your suitcase can make a big difference in how 
smoothly your whole trip goes. Pack too much and you’ll be struggling with a heavy suitcase getting on and 
off trains and in and out of hotels. Pack too little and you’ll find yourself wearing the same clothes over and 
over again and shopping for essentials in unfamiliar stores. Finding the right balance is essential.  

Since you will be carrying around and living out of a suitcase for several weeks, the challenge is to strike a 
balance. On the one hand, you will need to bring along all your “must have” necessities. On the other hand, it 
is essential that your suitcases are light enough to be manageable as you lift them on and off trains and up and 
down stairways. Doing a good job with your trip preparations will ensure that your days of travel will be 
comfortable and hassle-free.  

So what should you plan to take with you? A good way to think this through is to anticipate the various life-
needs, functional needs and contingencies to be prepared to handle during your trip. You will need to be 
prepared to: 

1. Select the right suitcases that meet airline standards, are very light-weight when empty, and pull along on 
360° spinner wheels. 

2. Use a packing system to maximize space, minimize repacking time during your trip and prevent wrinkles. 

3. Dress comfortably for warm and cool, sunny and rainy weather, and to walk miles each day up and down 
hills and across cobblestones. 

We will start with your suitcases, then move to packing to meet airline restrictions, as well as to optimize 
space and ease of access. From there we will build a complete list to address each of these ten critical 
functions, and carry everything around safely.  

Select Your Suitcases Well 

Your approach to what suitcases you will bring is a matter of personal choice. There are advantages and 
disadvantages that need to be weighed depending on your style of travel and your physical strength. 

In this section we’ll cover:  

 Airline-enforced baggage and security restrictions,  

 How best to distribute what you take among your two suitcases and your personal item, 

 How to choose the right suitcases, and 

 How to use a packing system to optimize space, stay organized, and prevent wrinkles.  

Baggage Restrictions: What Airlines Will Allow  

Airport security restrictions and airline baggage limitations have become stricter over time. Understanding 
some of these basic restrictions can save you time at the airline check-in counter and help facilitate getting 
you through the security screening process with minimum hassle.  

What you will have to work with for the duration of your trip parallels what the airlines will allow:  

 one checked suitcase (free for international travel),  

 a carry-on, and 

 a personal item (e.g., a purse or book bag).  
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We firmly recommend that you bring all three, and plan your packing accordingly. Some highly experienced 
travelers have fine-tuned their packing regimens over time, and take pride in being able to fit everything they 
need for several weeks into a single carry-on. But there’s no reason to push yourself this hard, or to limit 
yourself this severely, just starting out. You can refine your packing style bit by bit with every trip you take, 
and gradually adjust your packing style to suit your own preferences.  

The key is to keep your checked suitcase as light as possible. You will be rolling it around, hoisting it on and 
off train cars, and lugging it up and down stairs (when no elevator is available). So it needs to be manageable. 

Your Checked Suitcase 

Checking your first suitcase is typically free for international travel, so you should take advantage of this by 
checking one bag. Checked bags can be no larger than 62 inches total (length, plus width, plus height). As an 
example, a bag that is 27"L by 21"W by 14"H would add up to a total of 62 inches (27+21+14=62).  

The weight limit for checked bags is 50 pounds. Any bag that exceeds these limits will incur steep “overage” 
fees. Standards may vary slightly between airlines, so confirm the luggage size and weight restrictions for your 
airline after you book your tickets. 

Your Carry-On Suitcase 

Carry-on suitcases can be no larger than 45 inches total (length, plus width, plus height). As an example, a bag 
that is 22”L by 14”W by 9”H totals 45 inches (22+14+9=45). Most airlines post a 50 pound weight limit for 
carry-on bags, but they typically don’t weigh these bags to enforce the limit.  

When looking to purchase a carry-on suitcase, look for the words “carry-on” in the suitcase description, or 
use that as part of your Google search to ensure that its dimensions comply with airline size restrictions.  

Restrictions on liquids  
Airport security in both the USA and Europe, TSA in the US and the EU in Europe, restrict the quantity of 
liquids, aerosols, gels, creams and pastes you are allowed to carry into the cabin in your carry-on bag (or your 
personal item). The cutoff is 100 ml, equivalent to 3.4 ounces. All liquids must be contained in a clear quart-
sized Ziploc bag to allow the contents to be easily screened, and to prevent leakage.  

Duty-free liquids are an exception to this limitation so long as they remain sealed inside a security bag along 
with the receipt. Medications and baby food may be exempt from the volume restriction. Check the TSA and 
EU websites for more information about exceptions to the volume limit. 

Other restricted items 
There are a number of items you will not be allowed to bring into the cabin in your carry-on luggage at all. 
These include any sharp object that could be used as a weapon, including corkscrews, scissors, pocket knives, 
nail files and clippers. Weapons, explosives and inflammable items, are forbidden, as well. Basically anything 
that can cause harm to other people is prohibited in the cabin of the plane. Check the TSA and EU websites 
for more information about restricted items. 

What to pack in your carry-on 
Pack into your carry-on suitcase any items that you can’t be without if your main, checked suitcase is delayed 
or lost in transit and that you will not need access to during your flight. This includes any required 
medications, a few days of clothes, an extra pair of shoes, an umbrella or rain poncho, electronics and 
chargers and even some toiletries and cosmetics that you can’t be without (so long as they are under the 3.4 
ounce liquid limitation). Your goal is to have everything you need to travel comfortably for one or two days, 
if your checked suitcase is delayed or lost.  

Opening your carry-on during flight may be tricky, so pack anything you would like to access during your 
flight in your personal item instead. 
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Distribute the weight 
Another use of your carry-on is to distribute the weight from your checked suitcase and make it easier to 
handle. Distributing the weight between your checked and carry-on suitcases in this way will help make 
transporting both suitcases much easier, and also will protect against weight overage fees. Heavier items such 
as books and shoes are good candidates to shift into your carry-on for weight distribution purposes. 

If you’re traveling as a couple, or with a friend, factor in you and your travel partner’s strength, and how 
much weight each person traveling can comfortably handle. Make your weight distribution decisions 
accordingly. On train travel days, the stronger of you will likely end up managing the two larger bags, and the 
weaker the two carry-ons. You may consider sharing a single carry-on, although this will make the bag twice 
as heavy to lift up into trains and carry up and down stairs.  

One additional note… Since you will have a carry-on, you may opt to bring a medium-sized suitcase as your 
checked bag rather than a large one. Again, this depends on your packing style, and what you intend to bring 
with you. 

Your Personal Item 

You are also allowed to bring a book bag, large purse, or large satchel as a personal item onto the plane, and 
keep it under the seat in front of you. Use this bag for items you may need to be able to access before, during 
and immediately after your flight such as: 

 passport and driver’s license,  

 credit and ATM cards and starter Euros,  

 frequent flyer info, tickets, E-tickets and vouchers,  

 prescriptions and medical information,  

 insurance information (both trip and personal),  

 hotel reservations and Day Pages,  

 cell phone and battery charger,  

 tablet or computer, and  

 Your Great Trip to France guidebook.  

Other items you may want to use during your long flight include: 

 book or magazines, 

 special medications and Melatonin (to prevent jetlag),  

 lightweight sweater or jacket,  

 inflatable neck pillow, eye mask, and earplugs (for overnight flights),  

 personal earphones (to listen to music or watch movies), and 

 toothbrush, toothpaste, floss, mouthwash, deodorant, brush or comb, and possibly an electric razor, 
to freshen up. 

You may even consider a travel-sized dry shampoo to reduce oil, and eliminate airplane hair. You will have 
lots of time on the plane, you might as well feel fresh, confident and ready to tackle your first day in France!  
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Choose the Right Suitcases 

For a 2-week trip, one large suitcase (under 62 total inches), plus one carry-on (no larger than 45 inches total), 
and one personal item, should provide ample room. Both checked bag and carry-on need to have wheels, 
preferably 360° spinner wheels, and should be very light weight. 

If you limit your clothing to only one week’s worth, to be washed mid-trip (we’ll cover how to wash your 
clothes during your trip later), your suitcase will remain relatively light, especially if you purchase a lightweight 
suitcase to begin with. You will have ample room for your 
toiletries, electronics, planning materials, books and miscellaneous 
items, and still have space left over to add treasures along the way.  

As you consider choosing a suitcase, think through what your 
suitcase will represent while you are traveling. Your suitcase will be 
more than just your closet. It also will be your logistical hub, your 
medicine cabinet, your home office, and your communication 
center. Take everything you need. But make sure each item you 
take passes the “do I need it enough to want to carry it?” test.  

In this section we cover choosing your suitcases and packing them 
to optimize space. This will enable you to bring all your essentials 
without being overwhelmed by overly heavy or disorderly 
suitcases.  

Hard-sided versus Soft-Sided 

Hard-sided luggage can be slightly lighter then soft-sided luggage and protects fragile items better. However, 
it lacks flexibility when you attempt to fit it into an overhead compartment. Soft-sided luggage can be 
compacted and absorbs shock better. And it typically has more expandable pockets to help accommodate 
additional items. But many soft-sided bags do not have wheels, and some cheaper luggage can tear.  

360° Spinner Wheels versus Inline Wheels 

The 2-wheel or inline-wheel suitcase rolls forwards and backwards, and can be easier to maneuver on uneven 
surfaces like cobblestones. However the awkward pulling motion of dragging the bag behind you can strain 
your wrists and shoulders. Also these bags are prone to tipping over when the front pockets are loaded. 

The 4-wheel-spinner bag has become popular because it improves mobility and makes maneuvering fairly 
easy. It is very stable, and can rotate 360 degrees, allowing you to roll the bag at your side, push it in front of 
you, or pull it behind you. This flexibility of movement can reduce the strain on your wrists and arms. If you do 
not own a 4-wheel-spinner bag, we strongly recommend that you treat yourself and purchase one to take on your trip, even if you 
think you could eke by with your current luggage.  

How to Save Money When Shopping for Your Suitcases 

Lightweight luggage with 360°-spinner wheels can be pricey, but it is possible to find options for under $100. 
A second option is to conduct a Google search for “lightweight spinner luggage,” and add the word 
“discontinued,” “clearance,” “sale,” or “closeout.” Many sites offer filters to narrow down your options to 
only the types of bags you’re interested in. 

Search amazon.com, travelsmith.com, zappos.com, ebags.com, macys.com, target.com, belk.com, and even newegg.com and 
overstock.com. You’ll find brand names like TravelPro, IT Luggage, Samsonite, and Delsey. All of these make high-
quality suitcases, with lightweight options that aren’t overly expensive. Focus on lightweight bags with 360°-
spinner wheels.  

http://amazon.com/
http://travelsmith.com/
http://www.zappos.com/
http://www.ebags.com/
http://macys.com/
http://target.com/
http://www.belk.com/
http://www.newegg.com/
http://www.overstock.com/
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Use a Packing System to Stay Organized & Unwrinkled 

Now for some tips and guidelines on wrinkle-free packing & maximizing space. You’re going to be living out 
of your suitcase for several weeks in a number of different cities, packing and unpacking your suitcase 
everywhere you go. In order to really maximize the real estate you have available to you in your suitcase, and 
to save you a good deal of time maintaining your suitcase, we suggest that you take a modular approach to 
packing.  

A modular approach involves separating your gear into separate modules and kits. Modules can be sorted into 
similar items, like shirts, socks and underwear, pants and shorts. Kits can be organized by function—laundry 
kit, grooming kit, electronics kit, outdoor kit, and so on. This type of order may seem to be too much of a 
bother before you leave on your trip. But once you are on your way, you will thank yourself many times over 
for setting up your suitcases to keep all your belongings more organized.  

Pre-trip organizing will make it simpler for you to get to what you need as you pack and unpack in each city, 
without pulling your whole suitcase apart. When you arrive in each location, just quickly unpack your 
modules and kits into the drawers and closets. Then refill and pack them quickly back into your suitcases 
when you are ready to move on to the next place. 

There are a number of modular packing approaches to stay organized, make best use of limited space, speed 
up packing and unpacking in each city, prevent your clothes from wrinkling, and isolate dirty or wet clothing. 
Our favorite methods, used in combination, are:  

1. packing folders, cubes and sacs,  

2. clothes-rolling,  

3. bundle-wrapping, and  

4. space-saver bags.  

Use Garment Folders, Packing Cubes and Packing Sacs 

The core of your modular packing efforts will come from garment folders, packing cubes and packing sacs. 
These will significantly speed up your packing and unpacking, and are a great way to stack and compress 
clothing of the same type, as well as to organize odds and ends that otherwise will fall to the bottom of your 
suitcase and be difficult to find again when you need them.  

 

While packing folders, cubes and sacs are available from a number of different manufacturers, we like 
TravelSmith, and also Eagle Creek, because their products are well-designed for ease of use, with a variety of 
sizes and colors, consistent quality, positive reviews and 100% guarantees (Eagle Creek also has lifetime 
warranties).  

Garment folders have Velcro closures so multiple items can be folded and stacked, then compressed. They 
work well for larger items, like shirts, pants, skirts, sweaters and pajamas, and come with a folding board. By 
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holding folded clothing tightly together so it does not move about freely, these envelopes keep wrinkles and 
creases to a minimum. 

Packing cubes are zippered, with mesh tops so you can easily see what’s in each. They are perfect for smaller 
clothing items like socks, belts, ties, or undergarments. When nestled together and zipped up in a packing 
cube, your rolled clothing will stay put even without the rubber bands or ball bungees that would be needed 
otherwise to keep your rolled clothes from unraveling.  

  

Packing sacs are moisture proof and made of a see-through plastic so you can see what’s inside. The smallest 
size can organize earbuds, cables and chargers for your electronics. Use medium-sizes for your plane toiletry 
kit, or makeup kit. And the large size organizes and protects your trusty guidebook, maps and French 
phrasebooks. 

 

Both TravelSmith and Eagle Creek have toiletry bags in all sorts of shapes and sizes. Just make sure to get one 
with a hook, so you can hang it up wherever you go.  

 

All of these items come in a range of colors. So you may want to add color coding to your packing strategy 
for additional efficiency. 

If you still have some mild wrinkling and creasing of your clothing, take along and use a product like Downy’s 
Wrinkle Releaser to relax fabric fibers so wrinkles can be smoothed out with your hand. Wrinkle Releaser is safe 
for most fabrics. Just spray it on your rumpled clothing, tug, smooth and wear. It comes in a three-ounce 
bottle, which is perfect even to be packed in your carry on. 
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Roll Up Your Clothes 

The majority opinion from experienced travelers is that folding your clothes into rectangles and stacking 
them is by far the worst way to approach packing a suitcase, although many people use this method to fold 
and store clothes at home. Unfortunately, folding your clothes in your suitcase this way creates creases and 
wrinkles, unless you use garment folders as discussed above. 

Also, folded items do not fill up the entire height and width of your suitcase, thus wasting space. Rolled 
clothing can be stacked together more tightly, better utilizing the full dimensions of your suitcase (refer to the 
clothes rolling guide below). Also, rolling up your pants, skirts, shirts and coats will help prevent wrinkling.  

 

After rolling your clothes, place the opening of the roll against the bottom of the suitcase so it will not unroll 
and get wrinkled. In order to prevent your rolled clothing from unrolling when it is unpacked and repacked in 
each city you visit, use rubber bands, or small ball bungees (easily found at any hardware store) to keep each 
item neatly secured.  

When rolling larger garments, skip folding them in half first before rolling them up to avoid a hard crease-
line. 

Bundle-Wrap Your Clothes 

Another effective wrinkle-preventing packing method is to bundle-wrap larger items around a core of soft 
clothing. The idea here is that wrapping clothes around a central core object helps to avoid folds that cause 
creases. Also, the wrapping process anchors your clothing in place, creating a slight bit of tension on the 
fabric, that reduces wrinkling.  

Create a soft “core” by tightly wrapping underwear, socks, pajamas or bathing suits in a t-shirt. The ideal 
dimensions for your core is around 11″ by 16" (30cm by 40cm). Button all jackets and shirts, and zip all 
zippers. 

The best place to bundle-wrap your clothing is on a large flat surface, such as a bed. Work from your most 
tailored and wrinkle-prone clothing to your least. Wrapping your clothes in this order will put your more 
wrinkle-prone clothing on the outside of the bundle, where the larger radius of curvature will reduce 
wrinkling. 

Lay your jackets flat (this is the only item that faces downward). Then add skirts, dresses and long-sleeved 
shirts (with their sleeves out flat), oriented vertically, alternating direction so that the top one third of each 
item overlaps what lies beneath it. Allow room to insert the core later.  

Continue to layer items on top, including short-sleeved shirts, pants, sweaters, shorts, and finally T-shirts, 
smoothing out wrinkles as you go.  

Once all your clothes are in place, add the core. Now wrap the last item placed in the stack around the core, 
then the next item and so on, until all of your clothes are wrapped around the core. When wrapping shirts, 
wrap the sleeves around the core first, then the body. Again, be careful to smooth out wrinkles as you go. 
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One disadvantage to bundle-wrapping is that you will need to unwrap the entire bundle to get to a particular 
item. This method typically works best if you plan to unpack everything when you arrive at your destination, 
and hang it all in the closet. 

Use Space Saver Bags  

Space-saver roll-up bags can more than double your available space for clothing by removing extra air. They 
are very easy to take along, then use as needed. Consider using several small to medium sized bags, rather 
than one large bag, so you can stay better organized. Like packing cubes, space-saver bags work great with 
clothing that’s less likely to wrinkle, such as T-shirts, socks, undergarments, sweaters, sweats, and pajamas. If 
you’re assembling entire outfits beforehand, you could even include wrinkle-
proof shorts, skirts, or lightweight slacks.  

Load the bag with neatly folded or rolled clothes and seal the bag with the 
double zipper. Then, starting at the zipper, roll up the bag to compress it, 
forcing out the air through the one-way valve at the bottom of the bag (see 
below). Congratulations, you have just reduced the space for your clothes by 
50%!  

Using sealable bags is a great way to isolate dirty, or wet clothes from 
everything else and to prevent clothes from getting soaked if your luggage 
gets exposed to rain while traveling.  

Also, as with packing cubes, using space-saver bags makes unpacking quick and easy in each city by simply 
choosing the storage bag with the type of clothes you will need there, and placing the entire bag into your 
hotel dresser drawer. When you’re ready to pack up again, reseal and compress each bag, place it back in your 
suitcase, and off you go. 

Blend Modular Packing Methods Together 

Combine these various packing strategies into a packing system that works best for you. For clothing, bundle-
wrap blazers, jackets, dress shirts and other wrinkle-prone items. Use clothing folders and the rolling method 
for the rest. And take along a wrinkle-releaser spray.  

Use a packing cube for each category of smaller items and odds and ends, or a packing sac for items that 
must stay dry. Take along space-saver bags to be ready to compress and isolate the dirty laundry, or clothes 
that you no longer plan to use.  

Now that you understand how modular packing works, mix and match these methods to best suit your travel 
style, speed up packing and unpacking, minimize wrinkling, and stay organized. 
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Take the Right Clothes 

Pack light, but well. While on your trip, you will want to feel good about how you look. But you do not need 
or want to carry along so many clothes that lifting your suitcases into the train will be a strain.  

One good approach to selecting what to take along on a 15-day trip is to coordinate five, or six outfits, then 
plan to rotate as well as mix and match them. Here are some rules-of-thumb. 

Take Non-Wrinkle Cotton Clothing 

Select textured or blended cotton clothing that doesn’t wrinkle, if possible. Cotton or blends will be 
comfortable in buildings with no air conditioning.  

An excellent source of affordable, wearable, comfortable and stylish women’s 

clothes is http://www.TheEccentricCat.com.  

  

Take Your Favorites, Including Colors 

No need to stick entirely with neutrals. If you take solid navy or denim bottoms, you can vary your outfits by 
combining them with different colors of tops. For women, a few extra scarves can create even more variety 
without increasing the weight of your load. 

Take Layers for All Climates 

You may encounter variations in temperature, and you most certainly will encounter rain. Pack layers that will 
be comfortable in the cool of morning, then can be rolled up and put in your day bag when the day turns 
warmer, and donned again as evening falls. 

Have a Shoe Swapping Plan 

Traveling can tire out your feet, with all the walking over rough surfaces and up and down hills and steps. 
Take along multiple pairs of comfortable walking shoes to keep your feet happy for the duration of your trip. 
Happy feet make for a happy trip!  

Spend the money for very comfortable shoes, with memory foam to ensure an equal distribution of pressure 
to the feet, and an anatomically-shaped foot bed to eliminate pressure and friction. You may need to add 
insoles or even custom orthotics to your own shoes to adjust their support elements. Proper arch and heel 
support go a long way toward preventing sore feet, especially if you are walking on uneven surfaces. Plan to 
alternate shoes to vary the pressure points on your feet. Be sure to break in any new shoes long before you 
leave.  

Visit the Dr. Scholl’s website (https://www.drscholls.com/), or your favorite drugstore, before your trip to pick 

http://www.theeccentriccat.com/
https://www.drscholls.com/footconditions/footcondition/
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up insoles and any other foot comfort products you anticipate needing to keep your feet in good condition. 
And plan to take along foot powder to cool and sooth your feet, and to decrease skin irritation from rubbing.  

Some Clothing Tips for Men 

 A polo shirt is dressier than a tee and is easily layered. 

 Dark colors look clean longer than light colors. 

 Pack at least 2 pairs of comfortable shoes. 

 Put shoes in a cloth or plastic bag to protect your clothes. 

 Stuff items inside your shoes to consolidate space. 

 Bring moleskin, second skin, or other blister treatments. 

 Pack a small daypack to hold everything you may need for the day when you set out each morning. 

 Bring an umbrella so you will not be stopped when it rains. 

Some Clothing Tips for Women 

 Start with navy pants and skirts. 

 Bring a variety of cotton non-wrinkle tops in different colors. 

 Put in a few scarves, or plan to purchase them at the markets. 

 Pack 2–3 pairs of comfortable shoes. 

 Bring a sweater, vest and jacket for layering. 

 Pack a Daypack and a market bag. 

 Remember to bring an umbrella and a sunhat. 

Pack Your “Wash-Ery” to Wash Your Clothes Mid-Trip 

The key to being able to cut the clothes you bring in half is to plan to do a load of wash mid-trip. When it's 
time to wash clothes, you have several options—wash small items in the sink or bathtub, pay your hotel to 
wash your clothes, or visit a laundromat. Many laundromats offer a drop-off and pickup service, but this 
service comes at a price. 

To keep it simple, bring along your own “wash-ery” that contains: 1) a small container of dish detergent and 
2) a portable clothesline. Designate a packing cube to make these items easy to locate in your suitcase. 

One tried and true method to wash a full load of cloths in record time is to put them all in a bathtub filled 
with water and the dish detergent you brought from home. When the tub is filled with clothes and around 6 
inches of water, climb in barefoot and proceed to stomp and swish everything around for several minutes. 
Picture vineyard workers stomping grapes and you’ll get the idea. 

Follow the soap cycle with a rinse cycle. Then roll each item in a towel to press out most of the water, and 
hang your wash on the shower rod, the drying rack, or the portable clothes line you brought along. 

If you’re lucky enough to have a washer or dryer available at any of the locations where you are staying, make 
sure to ask the owner how to use them. European appliances operate differently, and can be tricky to figure 
out on your own. Also, these appliances tend to be smaller, so avoid the temptation to overload them. 
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Coming Next… 

Additional preparations for your trip include full instructions about how to: 

1. Manage and handle your money. 

2. Carry and readily access your trip documents, including passport, plane and train tickets, accommodation 
phone numbers and addresses, reservations and Day Pages.  

3. Use phones and electronics abroad. 

4. Safely carry passports, credit and debit cards and cash. 

5. Set out each day, ready for anything. 

6. Stay healthy for the duration of your trip, ready to handle a variety of possible physical challenges without 
lost days. 

7. Interact and relate with the locals. 

8. Bring home treasures and gifts. 

9. Capture your trip so you will be able to revisit it in the future. 

And So… Now You’re Off… On to Your Own Great Trip 

 

Would you like to join us on a remarkable 2-week trip 
to France, rich in experiences you’ll remember 
forever…experiences that will have an impact on you 
and your approach to life. With this book as your 
France tour guide, prepare yourself for a new 
experience in international travel, with all the guidance 
you’ll need to know exactly what to do, why you want 
to do it, and how to do it, every step of the way. 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0984513639

